
Using the OISE Content Management System (CMS) 

Using the Wiki 

A wiki is a special sort of website that allows for greater levels of input from, and 
collaboration among, many users (including the members of the public who visit your 
site). You may be familiar with the general idea of a wiki from its most well-known 
exemplar, Wikipedia, or many other wiki sites on the World Wide Web. The OISE Wiki 
is similar to these sites in some ways, but is also very different in many particulars. It has 
been built to support the kinds of collaboration that take place in the academic world, 
which are in many ways different from a typical wiki’s model of collaboration. 

Adding a Wiki to Your Site 
To have a wiki added to your site, inquire with your contact person at OISE 

Education Commons. 

General Information on Editing Your Wiki 
The wiki’s editing features (such as view mode vs. edit mode, the Web-based 

editor for creating your pages, the existence of both a “preview” and a “live” version of 
your site) are the same as those found in the OISE CMS, even if your wiki stands alone, 
not as part of a larger CMS site. If you are not familiar with the general principles of 
using the OISE CMS, see the help file at 
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/cms/help/CMS_Manual.pdf 

Starting Your Wiki 
Your new wiki will begin its life with a single page, named index.html, which will 

function as the main or front page for your wiki. In the wiki’s main navigation menu, 
there will not yet be a link to this page; it’s been left this way so you can add that link 
with any name you like. To do so, edit the wiki’s main navigation menu with the CMS 
Menu Editor. Give you front page’s menu link a meaningful name (in the example below 
we’ve named in Main Page), choose the Menu Item Type Add New Link, and, when 
presented with the field to enter the URL of the link, click instead on Choose a Page on 
this Site. In the Site Map window that appears, locate and click on the page-name index 
under the heading for your new wiki’s directory. 



 
Figure 1. Creating a menu link to the front page of your wiki. 

Working in the Wiki 
Each page in the wiki is made up of four components: the page itself, a discussion 

area, a comments area, and a history area. Each has its own purpose, and different 
restrictions define who can and cannot use each component. 

The page is viewable by all visitors, but editable only by those who have 
specifically been assigned the right to edit this wiki. Each page has three editable areas, 
so you can, if you wish, break your page’s content into as many as three sections. This 
division is only visible while you are editing the page, and is presented merely as a 
method of keeping your own work organized; non-editing visitors to the wiki will see 
your page as one continuous document, whether you have used one or more than one of 
its editable areas. 

The page is intended as the place where your team presents the most current draft 
of your evolving document. This document may go through many changes as it 
approaches its final state, but it will presumably grow and change in stages, allowing it to 
be presented in a unified, coherent form at each stage of its development. 

The discussion area is viewable by all visitors, but editable only by those who 
have specifically been assigned the right to edit this wiki. Like the page itself, the 
discussion area is divided into three editable areas; again, this division can be followed if 
it seems useful, or ignored if it does not. 

The discussion area is intended as a place where your team collaborates to create, 
expand upon, or refine the content of the page. In the discussion area, team members 
might suggest changes to the page’s document, explain changes they have just made, or 
comment upon such changes. It is to be remembered that the public can see whatever is 



published in the discussion area, meaning that perhaps not all kinds of discussion should 
be recorded permanently here. 

The comments area is viewable and editable by all visitors. Members of the 
public can submit a comment about the page or discussion they have been reading; 
however, the comment will not be published on the site until an administrator chooses to 
publish it. The administrator can publish comments unchanged, edit them, or delete them 
altogether, before publishing the latest version of the comments page. The various 
comments submitted by different visitors are added to a single, ever-growing page that 
can be edited like any other page in the CMS. 

The comments area will, it is hoped, add an extra dimension to the collaboration 
going on in the discussion area and on the page itself. 

The history area is viewable only by those who have specifically been assigned 
the right to edit this wiki. It can be used to view earlier saved states of the page, and 
isolate exactly what has changed from one version of the page to another. A new historic 
snapshot is created every time a contributor saves changes to the page, not only on those 
occasions when the current version of the page is made live. It is not possible to view 
histories of the discussion and comments pages. 

To use the history area, select two different saved versions of your page from the 
time-stamped list, by clicking one button in the column labelled Version A and one button 
in the column labelled Version B (for this to be possible, you must have saved changes to 
your page at least twice.) 

 
Figure 2. Using the History area to track the changes to your page. 
 
Click the button labelled Compare Selected Versions, and you will be shown a 

two-column summary of the differences between the two versions you selected. Under 
Items Deleted are things that were on the older version of the page but are no longer 
present, while Items Added displays things on the current version that were not on the 
older version. Below these two columns is a display of the page, in full, as it existed in 
the earlier of the two versions you are comparing. 

Publishing Your Wiki 
Changes to any of the three publishable components of a wiki page can be 

approved for publication independently of the other components. This independence can 
be useful in various situations; if, for instance, the discussion section has recently been 
producing some interesting ideas, but these ideas have not yet been integrated into the 
main document in a satisfactory way, you could choose to publish only the updated 
discussion, as a way of showing people a direction your work may be taking, while 
delaying the publication of still-incomplete changes to the page itself. The only logical 
limitation is that you cannot publish the comments or discussion before you have 
published the page itself at least once. 



The approval mechanism for each page is visible in the top right of that page. It is 
only visible to those who have been assigned powers of approval for your wiki, viewing 
the wiki in edit mode; for many contributors, the interface shown below will not be 
available. 

 
Figure 3. Publishing changed content in the wiki. 
 
In Figure 4, we can see, from the presence of checkboxes beneath their links, that 

there have been changes to the page itself and the comments area, since the last time 
these areas were made live. In the figure, the wiki’s approver has chosen to publish the 
recent changes to the page itself, but not to publish the latest version of the comments. 
This will mean that the live site will display a newly updated version of the page, but 
continue to display the same comments as are currently published. 


